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I that thou didst not receive? Now if thou \ with articles of faith, so numerous that to which this was spoken, connected with the
didst receive it, why dost thou glory as if; repeat them would exhaust my strength and . strict reserve which he had maintained in rethou hadst not received it? And from the. your patience. Nevertheless I confidentlylationtohimsel^thatmadeadeepandlastinJAMES K. &EMICH.
the ! ^SsekpreCedlngl n 1S evident that St- Paul ¡repeat what I have cautiously determined, impression upon my mind.
Conditions—-gl 50 per annurii, if paid in
(laid these questions before them for the pur-1 There is recorded but one article of
v faith
.•■•••• by
v |I In
In the
the spring
spring of
of 1820,
1820,1I passed
passed the
the same
samg
ourse of the year. And no papers discontinued until;; oose
pose of
of showing
them the
the imnrnnnPtv
impropriety nF
of thpir
their .rhich t.hp. Apostles tried their candidates
showing them
for their
their j route.
route. II paused
paused upon
upon the
eminence
which the Apostles tried their candidates for
the little
little eminence
li arrearages are paid.
j being puffed up against each other because]
I commit this assertion to your ' where the Irish cottage once stood; but it
God had made them to differ : And these memories
; there let it be preserved; not, was gone; and hardly a vestige remained, to
u t
L
P"m Candfe, ct V
things, brethren, I have in a figure transferred thatl would nave you finally receive it on ’ mark the spot it had occupied. The bramble
to myself and Apollos for your sakes ; that my word ; for you will soon have an oppor- i was thickning around it; and the moss and
5^« Malaga
J
For the Kennebunk Gazette.
| ye may learn in us not to think of men above tumty of determining, whether I was author- the ivy were fast hiding it from view. At the
I that which is written, that no one of you be ized to make it% Take your Bibles, and village, I discovered a maid-servant, whom I
diul F
i\?o. 2.
puffed up for one against another,” &c. But carefully examine every account of the ad- recollected to have seen at the cottage; and
.
Extract from a Sermon, (continued from our
why, my brethren, need I exhaust your pa mission of members wherever the apostles upon inquiry,, ’learnt, that
1 ‘the
’ Irish
’ ' ’ stranger
’er,or Wheat, Boxes of Heni
fast)—from 1 Cor. 3. 3, 4, 5.
tience
with a recital of scriptures in order to Ipreached.
And when
you 11O.VV
have UVUC
done OU,
so, 1I j whom I had Ibefore seen was once g gentle
-------------------- — .
mivu J
Ir3nted Gun POWDER, “ For ye are yet carnal: for whereas there is aprove what every man of common observa would ask you my brethren, to what articles of man of rank and fortune. He came to this
general assortment
^ou envyin«’
strife, and divisions, are ye tion knows to be a fact, that the Creator has
faith did the Ethiopian assent, when Phillip country with his daughter, and settled in the
r i/
°P ot carna^ anA wa^ as men • For while one saith, I
y vJFu/OjOiV m°fFauJ; and another, I am of Apollos; are ye made a great variety in the degrees of human required a I lief with all his heart ? What wild and mountainous district that embosoms
Laces R
ot carnid • Who then is Paul, »¿who is Apollos, uiJei standing ? This is the case not only a- was required of the Jailer ? And will you lake George ; hoping that the salubrious na
Cr^ae8, Swords,
ministers by whom ye believed, even as the Lord mong the Corinthians, but even among the in suffer me in the plainness of my heart to warn
ture of the climate might have a salutary ef
Irnnes Cords, &c,
^ave to every man
spired apostles themselves. For St. Paul you, my brethren, that if you add to the sim fect upon her depressed spirits and wasting
0
actional supply In the first place then, the church is now speaks
_r_____of “__
the ______
chiefest Apostles;3 ” and the ple standard exhibited in the requirements of constitution. Previous to their departure for
ivided into numerous sects ; and this divis- relation of chiefest, necessarily supposes that Philip, of Paul and Silas in these cases, and
this country, this daughter had been betroth
NATiq
exists not^barely in name, but in spirit also, of inferior. Hall
Had these
these chief
chief apostles
apostles been
been of the other Apostles on similar occasions, ed to the sonMff an Irish nobleman, who, from
■stabli h '°nCOndgnment^a^loftheSeSeC.tSCOn?efltratesiis^bdit^and PromPted by an inclination to lord it over you may do it perhaps at the peril of answer
a connexion with the rebellion of 1789, had
ipplied m H lnQ.Ma6S3cbRolicy to one object, viz. the building Up of j God’s heritage, they might have determined ing for all the divisions, envying and strife
fled to France, and who report said was
Id Wr hr c nth ing ^Self in distinction from other Christian sects, j their own superior degree of faith as the which will certainly follow as the fruit of such dead. After order had again been restored
°ught bpikes, of an Moreover each sect distinguishes itself by a ; standard to which every one should arrive, unscriptural presumption! Christians have
in Ireland, he returned privately, and sought
ivited to c t*
•
articular name, either of its own coining or . in pretence at least, before they would give for a long time been making experiments with
for the object of his affection : but she was
it the natronlnue lldr^vrfs°me famous partisan. This name is like ’ him the right hand of fellowship ; but in so do- this kind of presumption ; and we know what
gone, no one knew whither. He came to
•
o the puiiij watch-word for those who are called by it; ing they would have excluded some of those it has invariably effected ancL produced from
New York in 1813, and with the assistance of
it a stranger come among them with it, if ■ whom Christ elected and honored as apostles; the days of the Corinthians down to the pres a friend traced them to lake George. He
iey are satisfied that he has a good title to * and thus like the Corinthians have formed par- ent divided state of the church. It is time
__ ___ ...
came to the cottage: he found not the daugh
I'iflPcj
1
they will give him a cordial reception in I ties, and divided the Saviours1 cause against we should begin an experiment with the Apos ter, but the father mourning her recent death.
L III S >^cll0e
ivance ; but let him trust himself to their | itself! We may observe a like difference in Pe- tolic creed in its primitive simplicity, without
After the first burst of mutual congratulation,
--N on Execution, and wilBberabt^ and at
same time profess the ters’faith, by noticing what it was before his the additions of uninspired men.
the old man began his tale of wo; but the for
a at Public Auction on Moixl?rae
another Christian sect, and he may i vision of the sheet, and comparing this with
titude ofthe youth was insufficient to bear the
? tW°
thankful if he obtains common place, cold ; the degree he enjoyed afterwards. And this
load of grief that was every moment pressing
unty \ll theD\f7r
^ese sects are in fact opposing . is a most instructive example of the difference
~~
-----— ) upon him : he was seized with a fever, and in
Berwick, in said county h?arde-S* ^hey are so, 1st, in the constitution | which the Lord is pleased to make in the
THE IRISH STRANGERS.
> a few days was resting quietly'by the side of
n which he now lives, sitjf
respective churches ; 2d, in theirpro-: faith of his servants. I will here pause just
In the town of Bolton, on the western shore j her he most loved. The father bore these
wick, under the incumbe<ss*on 5
in their long established preju— to state a fact and leave you to deduce from1 of Lake George, upon a little eminence, may trials without a murmur? He lived through
jam A. Hayes, and Charlejllices • and 4th, they are parties in «the JiflU ' it an inferential precept. No one will hesi-■ be seen, at this day, the ruins of an ancient
the summer; and the close of autumn beheld
¡HAPTFten n / ci JOUS conduct they'observe towards
fete to say that the great Bishop of souls fel-• stone building, that was formerly called the
him entombed with his daughter. Whoever
m/iher.' Thus, one party complains* jfi^its* lowshipped St. Peter as an apostle, and abund-■ Irish cottage. I have seen it, when the wood18x5.
shall pass lake George, will observe on an em
—11___ ________ ___ ^embers attend the stated meetings of anoth- J antly blessed him in the most exalted and re-■ bine clustering around its little porch, and the
inence, opposite the narrows, the ruins of the
H
J
iL their minister exchanges with another ■ sponsible station of his militant church, even honeysuckle that blossomed beneath its win- Irish cottage, and, beneath the shade of a
uL JHOOSiSt • different sentiments, &c. and lastly, these while he believed that Christ was the Saviour. dows, the smoke rising frohi its chimney, and spreading elm, the graves of the three Irish
___
’CIS not only oppose each other, but they only of the Jews the ancient elect people of curling ampng the tops of the spreading elms strangers.—JVew York Mirror.
ent of BLANK’ ^CC0UJ7>1?<^uct ^heir opposition with envying and God ; and moreover that the Lord continued in which it was embosomed, bespoke it the
fitly on hand, and for sale at rife, which it is not lawful for a Christian to to fellowship him with the same cordiality af- mansion of peace and contentment; and I
WOMAN.
MICH’S BOOKSTORftiQT^se against any description of men. In ter he was taught to cal! no man common or have gazed upon its ruins, when they but*
EXTRACTS EROM THE AMHERST HEÉALD.
posik the Meeting How,10ri’ the verX w0.rds which St. Paul addres- unclean. Now I demand, does not this con-■ faintly told the appearance it once presented.
To say that women are more apt to be gov
!8a5._______________ id to the Corinthians may be applied to the duct of Christ both authorize and require us
Passing from Caldwell to Ticonderoga, in erned by their feelings than men, is not to dis
------- - ———members of the modern church. “ Now this to make no division on account of degrees of
the summer of 1805, by the circuitous path
fiOWT W
say that eV€r^ one amon& y°u saitb’1 am °f faith as different as those exhibited in the his- that winds along the western shore of the lake, parage them ; it- is only to say they are what
aul, and I of Apollos, and I of Cephas, and I tory of St. Peter? When Christ was on earth, I was benighted among the forest of the nature constituted them, and for vHse and be
I SALE BY
? Christ.” “ There is among you envying i John came and said to him, *‘ Master, we saw mountains, and resolved to wait the the rising nevolent purposes. Woman has been called
stl’ife and divisions, are ye not carnal?” one casting out. devils in thy name ; and we of the moon. I had hardly seated mysef, when the “ weaker vessel.5’ But because the weak
^hile the church remains in this condition, . forbade him because he followed not with us. I descried a light; and with considerable ex er, she is the more winning, and the more
---j------------- ™-».uch of its zeal must be of that kind which i But Jesus said, forbid him not; for those that ertion, I gained the spot whence it proceed lovely. Like her own China, she is more
beautiful because weak, more precious be
not according to knowledge, and a large are not against us are for us.” Andi appeal ed. It was a neat white cotttage, so situated
’oportion of its pretensions must necessarily , to your consciences, do we imitate the High as to command a fine view of the surrounding cause fragile. Man was made to love and
st Association, held at the E. *ove unsound. I know very well that great j Priest of our profession in forbidding or re scenery; and its appearance indicated to the protect woman-—woman to love and adorn
her protector. Woman, in her perfection, is
fuse, in the second parish Sessions have an imposing aspect; when . proaching our Christian brother, because the : beholder, that it was the centre of rural bliss.
tender,
mild, affectionate—living not for her
id9tb, iSzj.-Are ready 4ey are united with a laborious and firey ; Lord hath not given .him so great a portion of Resting against an elm, I turned towards the
K. REMICfPS Bookstore, :al’ !h.eY wiI1 generaHy P^s for the reality I faith ? “ Who maketh thee to differ from an- lake, whose clear and broad expanse, spotted self, but leaning on others—amiable for her
, i8i5.
religion; as if men had never heard that; other ? And what hast thou that thou didst with little islands, which looked like specks gentleness, and captivating on account of her
dependence. She resembles the vine, which,
--------- — ese things have flourished the most, where not receive ? If thou didst receive it then why upon the surface, reflecting the full beams of
in its weakness, stretches out its beautiful teft> Mpilicinp
'e man of sin has heId the greatest sway in • dost thou glory ?” I shall not here urge a con- the rising moon, which threw a mellow rich drils, and entwines itself around the sturdier
. r„T w e--------- 7k-------- temple of God’ St‘ paul has laid before sideration of our fallibility ; I shall not say ness over the surrounding scenery, and ren
? piLLS, PrePared °V^'e Corinthians the rule by which he tried ' that if we were gfiided altogether by Christian dered the view beautiful and picturesque in plant which upholds it—clothing its supported.
To be religious peculiarly becomes the female.
/ffiuaf Cosiiiveness, iras^,f 5 and bY which 1 wil1 venture to say, ’ meekness and modesty, we might possibly
the extreme. While musing upon this scene, But she is departing from the delicacy and
e piety, or the degeneracy of the present reflect that it may prove to be ourselves in my ear caught the sound of music. Turning,
decorum of her sex when, in points of specu
hat Dyspeptia is one of feiurch must be established.
“ Though I I stead of our despised brother who are posses- H beheld upon the steps of the porch a female (s ianve oenei, sne sets nersen up as umpire 0«:
lative belief, she sets herself up as umpire o- '
s of our country. Its ®eak with the tongues of men and of angels, ■ sed ofthe less degree of faith,—I shall urge figure, loosely attired in black, chanting a few f ver her husband, or draws between him and
I in different patents by «M have not charity, I am become as sound- i none of these Considerations ; for it is in vain words to a wild Irish air. The low plaintive | herself the revolting line of separation that
owehmXin“e coliiiv«?cb?SS’ T M a. tinklingKcy“ballY &c\ to hope that people will generally conduct melancholy, with wzhich her words were utter- . denotes him as one of the “ non-elect,” and
lied nervous or sick headach,
perhaps it may be thought that so under a realizing sense of their weakness and ed stole over my senses like a spell.
1I herself as one of the elect of God.
i and skin, acidity of thestoiUig as there remain such differences in the-1 fallability. But allowing all that vanity ever thought I was
-was in a ‘fairy land’; and the
have heard
heard of
of some,
some, w
wrrho
ho call
call themselves
themselves
II have
called heart bum, flatitaiy among Christians as now exist; parties, flattered us that we possessed, let us suppose rmusic, the
'
” conspired
.
' ‘ Ministers of the Gospel, who have endeavourtime,, and scene all
i, bitter taste in the mouth i J consequently strife are unavoidable, ourselves vested with unerring knowledge- to throw a charm over the mind. I ap- ed to induce waves to believe it their duty to
ath,
after diM t> confute this idea, I need not urge that o- even then how dare we disown a Christian
preached, and entered the dwelling ; and the j oppose their husbands, who have instilled
nation, depress
rwhelmmg and unanswerable argument because the degree of his faith differs from first object that met my eyes was an aged ■ into them the principle that the, elect and
i with ipdigestion .and which the very spirit of Christ’s religion of- ours? If we would become followers of the naan, seated by fkn
the side
o;^ of a~ small fire, whose
' j non-elect ought to have as little conneXnd speedily removed by t^s ; nor is it necessary that I should advert Corinthians rather than Christ, let us do it.
hoary locks indicated, that he had seen many j ion with one another as possible, and who
the convincing fact, that members of the i
But here the important question may arise, years. He arose and bade me welcome to a j have almost taught them to esteem it a sin foi>
are a re®-1?6
do differ in religious opinions, Where shall we place the limits to this differ scat; and from his accent, his voice, and his !
i the former to “ love, honour, or obey” the lati-Dyspeptic PilIs aJe * Ld yet live in peace and brotherly love, ence ? What bounds must we establish be
gestures, i knew him to be an Irishman. He ;■ ter. What more afflicting distinction can be
ention, an entite ,
ie latter part of our text exhibits an idea, yond which our Christian charity and fellow
questioned me particularly as to the length of I: marked, wrhat more tremendous gulph can
TCM-TM I ITLTE
if generally received, would prevent ship shall not extend ? Or in other words, my journey, the nature,of my business, and a i
between man and wife ? What more
JU lily
5 thoughts of justifying contentions on this what articles of faith shall we require our 7 variety of matters ; wrhich at once evinced!i yawn
__ _
____
! ____
awful__
separation
can be _conceived
of, than
DEBUNK.
ound . aR(] always realized would prove brethren to receive as an indispensable re that natural principle, curiosity, so greatly | that,
’
•
.
{“> I,_am one
where
oYie says to the
other
effectual guard against the devices of the quisite to our union with them ?
characteristic of his countrymen. He
betra^- ’; of the elect of God—I —
— of his saints
Hebetrayam one
—------ ——versary when he comes in the form of an
In answer to this question I dare not lay ed a lively
of ALiui^pe;
Europi I and his peculiar care—you are totally de- - —j interest
———- in the affairs vzx
gel of light, but in the spirit of a messenger before you any standard save that on which i~~-’
x ‘ said
* n concerning Ireland
__ _; . praved, one of the world’s people, and, in the
mquired1 —
what
report
wrath and bitterness.
“ Who then is the Apostles practised ; and however it may «..
and, when hespoke of his native
x— land
1 1 seemed1 ji ""
life to come,t I shall look down from my ex-——
.«j ul, and who is Apollos, but ministers by surprise you, I assure you, without ceremony, agitated.
*'
|
altation
in the heavens, & behold ydu weeping
nd Linen or Cotton 1 ¡born ye believed, even aS the Lord gave to that the only Christian creed of which we
But there was one in this dwelling on whom ' and gnashing your teeth in the region below !’7
chest price will be given, w
6
account
in the
of the
Apostles,
q ♦ nnprv Paper
Tnsn .
<, have any uwvw
W<.; »u
iuv Acts v»«,
mv xa
.|jvolic3, my attention was constantly rivetted
rivetted:: it was ;—Can the compass of human thought imagbtauonay, u
“Ye believed even as the Lord gave to waS the following single article, viz. a AeaW/eZf the female whom I had observed singing at ine, or of human language express, any thing
I?
7
man’” If there were different
’. ’’ - /”.in Christ.
™ • . rThis was all they
’. - required
diffeient degrees.
degrees belief
She had a full bright eye, and her more terrible than this ? And yet, are there
1 * ’ 1 the door.
1
1 tA p°mtf of
/AT faith
T- - -I f L from
4-»»z-\ •V'« any
i-x »-* candidate
z-* «-v
4-^ for
F«_ the
4. L
I z-S ex m hair
R
-¿A 7 -. , 1 loosely
I _ _ _ 1 over her
1
1
IT
-» encourage females
-T to entertain
. •
:1I
not--be- In
** S
~ JiOOE^!, faith among
o the Corinthians,
’
' was ;it----jdark
floated
shoulders
5 i not some who
e House.....Kenwbu^ use the Lord saw fit to preserve the same | uncorrupted church they gathered. They but the paleness of her cheek, and the melan- ; these feelings, to utter these ideas to , their
belief that he does in all i considered Jesusj alone as the door; and choly wildness of her air, indicated at once, protectors and partners in life,may, command
_ —-—
ier
'orv‘a to him
irv. might enter. i1I am that she was~ enduring
— xi.
------- --of
c a ibroken
•«
.«
•.to do
■» it,
. as* R duty ?* ■»It is
. -well
n 1known
ier gifts
gifts to
to his
his creatures
creatures ?? so
so that
that when
when ! whoever
whoever rcame
the pangs
them
w, envied and
,1 contended
_i_ i .......
with each
t other ' perfectly.
r
conscious, my brethren,
that
this
----------- 7 —- ”":3 heart. In the morning, at my departure, the that a certain clergyman persuaded a poor
**
this ac.rm.inl. fhnir ctrifip was pYprrispd a. I unmioliAp
this account, their strife was exercised a- [ unqualified assertion, if true, casts a deep ’.old man approached me, and taking my hand, girl, one of his church-members, who was unTT*delivery to subscribers^ inst the Lord’s doings. The
The apostle
apoStle asks
asks ’reflection
reflection against
against the
the wisdom
wisdom’or
or charity
charity of
of ! desired,
desired, that
that if
if II should
should ’ever
ever again
again pass
pass that
that . de^an^ngaZ^
der an engagement of marriage to a highly
tLn
nnvt
g
^ho
maketh
thee
to
.
ecclesiastical
dignitaries
of
every
party
anj
way,
to
forge
4
,
not
the
Irish
stranger.
TL~.
u^
cl
diac iv
the
next
chapter,
“
Who
forget
There
f respectable man, but not
a professor, that
it
lookscore,
fei from anothei ? And what hast thou cient and modern, who have filled their creeds ¡was something in the tone and emphasis with was improper for a professor to marry one
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don, by which half the city was destroyed.”
who had not made a profession. Such an-1 Origin of’ “ Lloyds.”—One of the most im
MAIZi ABTICEES. \
Another account says, that the Algerine
guish was excited in her breast by the con portant local objects in the commerce of this
squadron on seeing the catastrophe, made for
enterprising
country,
and
indeed
of
the
globe
NORFOLK, AUG. 5. i
flicting emotions of affection for her lover,
ARRIVAL OF THE HORNET.
and fear of doing wrong, that it is supposed to itself, is Lloyds Coffee House, a name which Malta.
The U. S. sloop of War Hornet, E.
have caused her death. But as I am told, it derived from the first person who kept it,
GREEK NAVAL VICTORY.
Kennedy, Esq. commander, anchored at 0)1
this very minister of God, with true jesuitical and who little imagined that it would pro
The following is an official Bulletin of the Point Comfort last evening at 6 o’clock, j
Consistency, after that, was himself married gressively acquire such a celebrity in the an
Greek Admiral Muulis.
nine days from Havana, having left that pol
nals
of
the
commercial
world.
to one not a professor !
First Division of the Greek Fleet, May 13, on the 26th ult. To Capt. Kennedy atlj
The
Coffee
House
is
also
a
central
point
of
Is it Religion that introduces dissensions
1825.
Lieut. Cunningham, who came up from d
and bickerings into the family circle—that political information because the ministers,
“ Yesterday evening, with a favorable ship last night, we are indebted for the follow
knowingjits
importance,
select
and
appropri

produces distrust, coldness, and want of con
wind, we entered, past Sapienza, into the ing intelligence.
fidence between those whose whole business ate this place as the medium of conveying the
Gulf of Modon, where 20 of the enemy’s ves
first
intelligence
of
every
national
concern
;
The Hornet met going into Havana.1
ought to be united ? Is it Religion that makes
sels were anchored under the cannons of the French fleet of thirteen men of war, twelveo?
the lovely fair, who was before, mild, tender,, and the tidings, whether good or bad, flow as
affectionate, attentive to her children, and to from an original source to the public in gene fortress. On this squadron our intrepid fire them ships, four of which were of the id
the comfort and happiness of her spouse ; is ral. Indeed it has now enjoyed this distinc men threw themselves with six fire ships, and An impression had recently prevailed in Havaii
with little difficulty, they succeeded in set that the Island of Cuba was ceded to Frann
it Religion that makes her morose, overbear tion so long, that whenever a rumour is in cir
ting them on fire, whilst we, with the rest of
culation,
to
say,
44
We
have
,
it
from
Lloyds,
”
and it was even reported that a French fri^
ing, repulsive, negligent of her offspring, and
regardless of her husband’s .peace I had al gives it a currency and sanction to which it our vessels, pursued other ships of the enemy ate with Spanish troops on board for Havaji
which were in full sail.—The vessels burned
had been captured by a British man of waif
most said his honor ? Is he a Christian, who would not otherwise be entitled.
in
the port of Modon, consisted of two frig The news of the recognition of Haytien indej
London Mag.
can view the implicit faith of a mutual esteem,
ates, three corvettes, five brigs of war, and the pendence had not reached Havana when tM
and wish to snap its bands asunder ; who can
rest transports. We are informed that one Hornet sailed, nor was any thing kno^
PREJUDICE.
coldly infuse deadly poison into the sweetest
We hate some persons because we -do not of the frigates was a cut-down 54 gun vessel there of the French fleet which lately visitJ
, cup of human existence, and like the serpent
know
them ; and we will not know them be of the Pacha of Egypt, and that the other Port au Prince. It was very sickly at B
when he looked on our first parents in para
was a 36 gun frigate ; 2 of the corvettes Car vana.
dise, hanker to destroy the confidings of nev cause we hate them. Those friendships that
ried
26 guns each. The Divine Providence
We regret to have to add to the list of val
er doubting love ? Is he not rather a De succeed to such aversions ape usually firm,
aided us still further and brought about the
for
those
qualities
must
be
sterling
that
could
«able officers who have fallen victims to th(
mon ?
entire destruction of the enemy.—The fire
not only gain our hearts but conquer their
inhospitable climate of the West-Indies, f
Newspapers are growing barren, since the prejudices. But thé misfortune is that we produced by this conflagration communicated William Lawton, first of the Constellation
world ¿as become tame. Where there is lit carry these prejudices into things far more itself to the fortress, and the town of Modon, who died on the 22d of July, of the ye)W
tle of change, there must be as little of novel serious than our friendship. Thus, there are for five hours, appeared one volume of flames, fever. He was a. highly meritorious offid
ty ; and sameness and repetition', excite no in- truths which some men despise, because they and then we heard one of the most terrible and a gentleman of a great prjvate worti
‘ terest. 'Peace achieves her labors in silence have not examined, and which they will nou explosions which ever took place. This leads Lieutenants Henley and Lawton, were ti
—Prosperity pursues her noiseless march— examine because they despise. There is one us to imagine that the powder magazine took only cases of fever that had occurred o{
happiness heeds not time while revelling on single instance on record, where this kind of fire, and in that case, every one, and every board the Constellation, and both are belie/
flowers—and the tranquil pursuits of virtue prejudice was overcome by a miracle—but the thing there must have perished.”
ed to have originated at Key West.
seek no cfamourous promulgation.
age of miracles is past, while, that of prejudice
The Constellation and John Adams w
44 TRIESTE, JUNE 10.
off Havana giving convoy. The Spark wJ
Curiosity has a pampered appetite, not con remains.
Notwithstanding the splendid victory of the
tent with natural food ; and only to be grati
cruising on the S. side of Cuba. The Grant
Banks are every where a curse when re Greeks at Modon, letters from Corfu, of the pus, Fox, and Terrier, were at Matanzasi
fied by strange and marvellous productions.
It feeds not on the order, but the derange sorted to by an agricultural people, for ordi 30th ult. say, that Navarino has capitulated.” We are happy to learn, that the crews of a(
ment of society—not on the even temperament nary borrowing of money. The farmer who
these vessels, both officers and men, were it
ZANTE, jun e 11.
of the seasons, but on their confusion and goes into a bank, except on some special emer
excellent health, not a case of fever except
A
British
frigate
from
Missolonghi,
brings
warfare—not on the happy progress of the gency, hardly ever'gets out of it, unless by
ing the two above named having occurred os
arts of peace, but the tierce collision of arms, the sale of his property. The time lost in at intelligence that the Greek garrison, of that board of one of them.
*
tending to his notes, together with the interest fortress and Anatolico, having made success
and the cruel effusion of blood.
The
Hornet
has
been
absent
13 months':
Man banquets on descriptions of battle. paid on them eats him up; and if not so, ful sorties, the Turks had fallen back to As- and the average number of sick daily repork
Show him a field covered with a rich and makes him a dependent being, though by ab propotamos.
ed for the year ending 30th July has been a
bountiful harvest, and gladdened by peace staining, he might have been an independent
bout‘14 making a total of 5110 patients
44 HYDRA, MAY 1 8.
ful and exulting laborers, and he shall regard one, caring naught about 44 discount v^ay.
tended during the year ; of this number there!
It
is
reported,
that
Omer
Vrione
has
been
Nile's Register.
^as4 been but four deaths, one of billions re
it with indifference, although it teems with the
strangled at Bara, by order of the Grand
-mittent fever, one of paralytic, one of disease!
evidence of the favors of heaven. Show him,
Seignor.”
‘
The
first
step
is
the
only
difficulty,
’
is
an
on the other hand, the same field, its harvest
*projduced by intoxication, and the last (Dottrodden down, its verdure stained with hu old proverb. It was oddly applied by a la
tor Van Brunt, the Surgeon’s Mate), of a lin
Several
French
officers
of
the
Egyptian
ar

man blood, and its soil covered with human dy. Hearing a cannon in company declare,
gering disease of the liver, which had been
my,
taken
prisoners
in
the
Morea,
have
bones, and he shall gaze with exhaustless 4 That Saint Pat, after his head was cut off,
cla:med their liberty, or being permitted by brought on by a cruise in the West Indies last
avidity on these dreadful results of the follies walked two Entire leagues with it in his hand;’
their Government to accept commissions in year. The greatest number of sick reported
of mankind. Our sympathies for each other and adding, with emphasis, 4 Yes, two1 entire
atone time was 64, all of which were cases
the Egyptian army, as auxiliaries.
remain comparatively dormant, unless exci: leagues.’ 44 I do not doubt it,” she replied :
of an epidemic fever, that made its appear
ted by some unusual misfortune. We care 44 On such occasions, the first step is the only
ance on board a few days after the ship let
PERSIA.
St. Thomas, but by the timely application o!
not to hear of our friends when assured of difficulty.”
Letters from Ispahan inform, that the King
their prosperity, while we are excessively ea
proper
remedies, it disappeared without tin
of Persia has abdicated his throne in favor
THE FEMALE EYE.
ger to know the accidents that befal them. A
loss of a single man. The crew of the Hornei
of
his
eldest
son:
and
that
he
proposed
to
A modern writer gives the following enu
fire, a pestilence, a war—such is the organi
visit the ruins of Shiraz, and to e|nploy his are now in a perfect state of health, the sid
zation of our nature-produce each of them meration of the expression of the female eye
leisure hours in rebuilding that city, and re report amounting only to four, and thes
respectively, a corresponding excitement in —the glare, the stare, the leer, the sneer, the
chronic cases of debility only.
storing its former splendor.
the readers of journals, and consequently in invitation, the defiance, the denial, the con
the journalists of time. Where these fail, it is sent, the glance of love, the flash of rage, the
Williamsport, [Lycoming Co. Pa.) Aug. 3. [
PARIS, JUNE. 29.
almost hopeless to obtain interest in the pub sparkling of hope, the languishment of soft
In consequence of the continued drougl
The Emperor of Austria will return to Vi
lic mind by a narrative of events, which ness, the squint of suspicion, the fire of jeal
the streams in the neighborhood have almos!
enna
about the middle of July.
ousy,
and
the
lustre
of
pleasure.
because of theii’ sameness are rendered in
entirely dried up; consequently the
The Duke of Northumberland, and suite,
sipid.
with but two or three exceptions, have beej
True politeness consists, not merely in a have left Paris on their return to England.
How happy that period of the world when
compelled to suspend operations.
Severs!
so few of the pungent incentives to curiosity strict adhereance to the forms of ceremony :
wagons laden with grain have come to th|
The Department of the Tarn and Garonne
remain in existence; and the press has only it consists in an exquisite observance of the feel
distance of thirty miles to the mills in tbisvi]
was
visited by a tremendous hail-storm on
ings
of
others,
and
an
invariable
respect
for
those
to renew and proclaim the return of the c?nticinity, for the purpose of getting it ground!
nel,4fc all's well." How desirable that sera, feelings. By this definition, it claims alliance the 17th inst., by which the crops of several but we fear they have met with poor succesi
when man shall lose his taste foV the marvel with benevolence, and may sometimes be villages were completely destroyed. The as those mills that have as yet a sufficiency
lous in wretchedness and in crime, and shall found as genuine in the cottage as the court. mail from Toulouse to Paris was upset by the water to turn them, have more grain on ban|
violence of the wind, but happily no person
give his sole anxiety to the progress of piety
to grind for the immediate neighborhood thaii
_ was killed. Some of the passengers were can be done for a length of time.
and happiness, of peace and virtue.
slightly wounded.

I

TICKS IN LAMBS.
After the sheep are sheared, the ticks make
their head quarters in the fleeces of lambs, in
which they should be attacked and extirpated.
An agricultural friend says that the cheapest
and best way to effect this is to dip the lambs
in a decoction of tobacco. The lambs should
be seized by the legs and dipped into a large
tub of the decoction, with their backs down
wards, taking care to wet every part of the
Meece, and keep their noses out of the liquor.
.After the fleece is thoroughly wet, drain and
squeeze as much of the decoction into the tub
as you can conveniently, to prevent waste.
Our informant assures us that this is a more
effectual method of getting rid of the insects
than using snuff or applying the tobacco liquid
along the line of the back, by a ladle or oth
erwise, as has been the common practice»
N. E. Farmer.
Churning by wind ! indeed ’tis true.—We
■shall not attempt a more full description at
present of this ingenious contrivance, than
simply to say, that proudly aloft above the
dairy-room, courting the fitful breeze, stand
two ponderous pair of wings—the revolution
of these turn a crank to which is attached a
rod, regulated in its up-and-down motion—to
the lower end of this rod is attached a lever,
fastened to a pivot in the centre—and to the
other end of the lever is affixed the dasher of
a common churn. We saw it in operation,
and merry work did it piake of it. The own
er informed us that riot a day transpired, ex
cept the holy Sabbath, in which it did not
perform its daily task.
Ithica Journal.

ft

LATEST FOREIGN NEWS.
The Cadmus, Capt. Allyn, has arrived at
New-Yor^, from Havre, bringing Paris papers
to the 30th and London to the 29th of June
inclusive.
They contain several circumstanial ac
counts of the destruction of the Egyptian
squadron in the port of Modon on the 13th of
May, by the Greek fleet of twenty-eight ves
sels ana four fire ships under Admiral Miaoulis.

The British Parliament was to be proro
gued the 2d July.
Paris papers of June 25th say, that dis
turbances had broken out at Madrid.
* General Canterac has denied in the French
papers having written the complimentary
letter to Bolivar attributed to him.
PARTS, JUNE 27.
A letter from Constantinople, of the 26th
May says,44 A courier has arrived here from
the Pacha of Smyrna, giving intelligence from
Modon, that on the 13th May the Greek Ad
miral Miaulis attacked the fleet of Ibrahim
Pacha, and with his own hand set fire to the
frigate Asia, of 44 guns ; which blew up, and
twenty-six other sail became a prey to the
flames. This was all in sightof the Algerine
squadron which took no part in the contest.
A Dutch brig, which was in the harbor, and
which narrowly escaped destruction, immedi
ately got under way, and at half past 11
o’clock at night, when 15 miles from Modon,
those on board heard a tremendous explosion,
and the whole horizon was illuminated. This
explosion, was as an eye witness relates; the
blowing up of the powder magazines at Mo-

According to an official notice received by
The Fayetteville, (N. C.) paper mention
the Chamber of Commerce at Rouen, the en that the story lately published of seventeen
trance of Egyptian Cotton coming from the dead bodies having been found in a mutilated
Netherlands's to be temporarily interdicted in state, is a fabrication. It originated, we ucl
the ports of Fi ance upon the ocean.
derstand, on board a Norfolk steam-boat:
The Nimble, merchant ship, from Smyrna, and we think that a certain wag in this citj|
having a clean bill of health, proceeded, with can furnish the particulars of the 44 time, place’
out detention, to the London Docks, and had and circumstances.”
Bost. Gaz.
commenced unloading; on Tuesday, howev
er an order was received for the ship imme*
The number of deaths in New York, tb
diate ly to proceed to Standgate Creek, and to week ending 30th July, was two hundred (f
take out its silk and cotton goods, and the oth seven—of apoplexy 33, convulsions 16rdrinlf‘
er enumerated articles supposed capable of ing cold water 22. In Philadelphia, the same
disease, which are to remain in quarantine 10 week, 163—of cholera morbus 24, of apo
or 12 days. The rest of the cargo, consisting plexy, convulsions, &c. 29.
of fruit and other articles not subject to the
------same objection is to be immediately released
A violent thunder shower passed over
with the ship.
Charleston on the 23d ult. during which a
The following among other bills, have re small sloop was upset, and a Mrs. Sealy and
ceived the assent of the King of England— servant, who were in the cabin, were drown*
The bill to reduce the duty on Newspapers-— ed. The observatory on the Neck was struck!
The Warehouseing Corn Bill—The Atlantic with lightning and shivered to pieces.
Steam Navigation bill—The Canada Corn
Trade bill—The Canada Tenures bill; and
Mr. R. Dennis, of Rahway, (N. J.) an
the bill regulating the hours of labour in cot nounces that he has invented a new Steam:
ton mills.
Engine, without fly wheels, a level, or a dead
So great is the apprehension at Lloyds’, re centre. The object is to save-the power h
lative to the visits of Colombian privateers on on the common engines at what are called
the coast of Spain and Portugal, that the pre dead points.
——
mium on Spanish property, has risen to 20
Rapid increase of Population.— The BuO
per cent.
Patriot of July 26, states, that the census o!,
Lord Cochrane, Admiral of the Brazilian that village, recently taken, shows an increase
i fleet, and bearing the title of Marquis of Mar- of 500 inhabitants since last winter—the pr^I
anham, arrived in England on 27th June, sent population is 3000.
from Brazil, accompanied by his Lady. He
reports that the tranquility of Brazil was fully
Wealth of the Desert.—A cargo of Furs later
restored. The Brazilian frigate he arrived ly discharged at Detroit from Machinn,
in is manned mostly by Englishmen,
■ valued at $27'0,000 *
■
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From the National Gazette,
The royal ordinance in which the independ
ence of Hayti is acknowledged, was not yet
printed 30th ult. One of our correspondents
mentions that he heard it read in the Senate,
and as far as he could collect its tenor in a
Crowded and heated room, believes it to be
to this effect. His Majesty Charles X. con
sidering the situation of St. Domingo, the pe
titions of the French merchants, and the de
mands of the old colonists for indemnity, ac
knowledges the full independence and sover
eignty of that part of St. Domingo formerly
possessed by France under the name of Hay
ti ; with these conditions—that Hayti shall
pay to France the sum of one hundred and
fifty millions of francs, in annual instalments
of twenty’five millions ; that the ports of Hay
ti shall be open to the flags of all nations,
and that the French be admitted to half im
port and export duties.
Eighth Wonder of the World.—The
completion of the Grand Canal of New-York
it is expected, will take place about the mid
dle of September, when boats can proceed
from Lake Erie to New-York. The distance
414 miles. Cost of the Canal estimated to
be $10,123,789. The whole Canal debt it is
calculated will be extinguished in ten years ;
after which the Canal will yield a revenue of
One Million of Dollars per annum.
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The whole amount of tolls on the Grand
Canal in the month of May was $100,000,
and but little short of that sum in June. The
tolls this year will be about $500,000—next
year, $600,000.

THE DROUGHT.
It is stated in Cobbet’s Year's Residence in
America, and may be interesting tô our coun
try readers, that Indian Corn can infalliby be
preserved from the injurious consequences of
continued droughts, by repeated ploughings.
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SENATORIAL
We have received numerous communications nom
inating gentlemen candidates to fill the vacancy occa
sioned by John U. Parsons Esq. withdrawing his
name from the Senatorial list, the far greater portion
of which being in favor of Nathan Elden, Esq. of
Buxton, we have thought it most advisable to place
his name on the ticket—Not that we have any objec
tion to any one nominated—but because we are unwil
ling to cause a division by the nomination of too many
candidates.
SENATORIAL CANDIDATES FOR YORK COUNTY.

Hon. JOSEPH PRIME, Berwick,
GEORGE SC AMMAN, Esq. Saco,
NATHAN ELDEN, Esq. of Buxton,
Mr. Remich,
In answer to the remarks of an Elector in
your last paper. I would propose NATHAN
ELDEN, Esq. of Buxton, as a candidate for
the next Senate. He is a gentleman of in
formation and experience and would if elected
prove himself equal to the trust reposed in
him.
CORNISH.

Mr. Remich,
The observation of an Elector in your last
paper, has occasioned some inquiries Respect
ing the person who should be selected to fill
the Vacancy there named. And we find no
person who bids so fair to unite this section
of the county as NATHAN ELDEN, Esq.
of Buxton, whose talents and integrity will
command the support of
OSSIPEE.

BOSTON, AUG. 9.

Manufacture of Silk,—A communication laid
before the Philadelphia Society for internal
improvement, states that a boy in Southwark
was engaged in the culivation, if we may use
the expression, of silk worms. A French
man about a year ago made him a present of
nineteen worms ; he was then twelve years
of age. They have now increased to two
thousand and four hundred, and have already
commenced spinning—each of these reptiles
spin from three to five hundred yards of pure
silk, besides the tow, and it takes about six
hours to wind off the labors of twenty-five of
these industrious mechanics. The boy is the
child of poor but respectable parents, and de
votes all the hours which he can spare from
his school to superintending the labors of the
silkworm.
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EXPLOSION.
On Tuesday, the twenty-sixth ult. the store
of Mr. Jennison, in Hopkinton, was shattered
almost to ruin by an accidental explosion of
gunpowder. The casuality occurred in this
wise. Mr. Jennison, brother and clerk, of
the owner of the store, a young man aged about twenty, had been measuring out gun
powder in two cannisters. He left them
standing full on the counter and uncovered,
and went to tea. After tea he returned to
the store with a lighted lamp. Forgetting
that the powder cannisters were uncovered,
he placed the lamp on the counter near them,
and went to trimming the lamp.—While do
ing this, a spark escaped and fell into one of
the cannisters, and produced the explosion.
The quantity of powder was about fourteen
pounds.
The young man by whose inattention the
accident happened, was found in the cellar,
at the distance of thirty feet from where he
stood.
The whole face and hands were
burnt and bruised in a most distressing man
ner ; and his clothes nearly burnt off from
him. Medical aid was immediately procur
ed ; but his life could not be saved. He was
rational and knew people after it, and gave
the above account of the circumstance which
led to the accident. He died on the followingday.
The building was two stories high, and about forty feet long. Yet the concussion was
so great that all the windows were blown out,
the partitions torn away, the cellar floor im
pelled down, the ends of the store blown off,
and in fact, the whole building was so com
pletely shattered that it will be hardly possi
ble to repair it.
——

.

A good day’s work.—The printer of the
Greenfield Herald states, that on Wednesday,
his youngest apprentice composed 12,422 m’s,
in solid long primer and brevier, and very
correctly—the proof not exhibiting so many
as ten errors, and these of trifling nature.
He is worth a regiment of ordinary appren
tices.
- -BOOKS IN RUSSIA.
Previous to the year 1817, the number of
works printed in Russia did not exceed 4000,
about the same number as is annually con
tained in the catalogues of the fair at Leip
sic. This number is now augmented to about
8000.

HURRICANE IN THE WEST INDIES,
By arrivals at Norfolk and New-York we
learn that a dreadful hurricane visited the
West India Islands on the 26th ultimo, and
did considerable damage to the shipping,
plantations and houses. At St. Pierres, the
wind was from S. W. to S. and blew with
great violence ; three American vessels, (one
brig and two schooners), were driven ashore
and went to pieces. Information from Guadaloupe, stated that great injury was done at
Bassaterre, which was nearly demolished-—
all the government buildings were blown
down, nearly eight hundred persons perished,
(one account says two hundred), and the plan
tations were much injured. At Roint Petre,
several American vessels and French coast
ers, were driven ashore, and suffered more or
less damage. At Roseaux, (Dominico) all the
vessels .were lost. At Barbadoes and St. IMcea, the shipping sustained considerable inju
ry. The St. Johns, (Antigua) paper of the
29th July, after giving an account of the gale
at that place, says—
“There is reason to apprehend that it has
been far more severe to the Southward, and
we look anxiously for arrivals.
By a sloop which arrived this morning, we
learn that the Island of Dominico experienced
a gale of wind from the westward on Tuesday
last. One English brig and three or four American vessels were driven on shore.”
The brig Ann, Storer, from New-Haven for
Grenada, with provisions and a deck load of
stock, was towed into St. Johns on the eve
ning of the 28th. She had encountered the
gale, and was thrown on her beam ends.
Boston Gazette,

The Nova Scotian, of the 3d inst. contains
an account of an animal taken at Portuguese
Cove, near Halifax, which was at first rumour
ed to be the same described in the paper of
the preceding week, as the Sea Serpent, but
on examination it proved to be an entirely
different animal, called the Basking Shark.
It was very large, 32 feet in length, and 18
in circumference after the liver was taken out,
which filled two hogsheads. The length of
the first dorsal fin was 4 1-2 feet. It was
caught in consequence of being entangled in
some fishing nets set for mackerel. The ani
mal has been often described, and one was
taken near Nantucket and exhibited here a
few years ago. It could not have produced
the appearance described by those who saw
the Sea Serpent in Halifax harbor.—Herald.

we eYeP examine the grounds
which we do so ? Does not scripture evince,
does not the bible bear witness, that such
things have sometimes been ? It is written in
lu ^ien’ a sP»'it passed before my face:
the hair of my flesh stood up. It stood still
but I could not discover the form thereof.’
At that moment; I was interrupted in my
musings, by a loud crash; which seemed to
proceed from the room belotv. My God! I
exclaimed, what can that be? It was followed
by a deep groan* My hair rose on end.
Loud, wailing shrieks were borne on the
howling wind to my affrighted ear, The dy
ing flame of the candle burnt blue. I arose,
and looked around* My knees .smote togeth
er. Hark! a step, is on the stairs : it grows
nearer and nearer* Pale and shivering with
horror, I leaned on the back of a chair for
support* Cold drops stood on my forehead,
I he footsteps approached the door of the
room* My heart sickened within me, as I
thought in what presence shall I soon be!
1 he expiring light brightened for a mo
ment. Instinctively, I cast my eye towards
the end of the room. The door stood ¿jar,
and *
*
*
*
It was the cat.

LADIES* CELEBRATION.
The ladies of Huntsville, Alabama, cele
brated the late anniversary of American In
dependence, by a public dinner, at the hotel
of Capt. Jones. Lady Braham persided, as
sisted by Lady Pope. The Declaration of
Independence was read by Lady Devendell.
A number, of patriotic toasts were drank, and
considerable quantities of anises^ed and weak
Quidam.
i .mm ■ <|
gin and water punished. The party separa Wil»«...-*,
ted at an early hour, after deciding that “ love
was unlike politicsand that “ home was the
MARRIED-In Boston, Mr. Charles tV. Duhda^
best reflector of a woman's brightness."
of Steuben, Me. to Miss Hepsibah M. Jones.
Boston Gazette^

In Huntington, Penn. B. Rush Rhees, M. D. Professor of Materia Medica in Jefferson College, Phila
delphia,* to Miss Margaret G. Evans.
b
In Shutesbury, oh Monday, the 18th ult. tfter a long
and tedious courtship of three years, Mr. Nathaniel
Cole, aged 26,’ to the amiable Miss Elizabeth Garden
er, aged 12, daughter of Capt. Andrew Gardener, all
of Leverett,
Greenfield Gazette.

On Friday last, at a term of the Superior
Court of New-Hampshire, sitting at Concord,
a Dr. Johnson was put upon trial, charged
with digging up and carrying away from a
grave yard in Andover, N. H. the body of
Mrs. Mary Hilton, The evidence was alto
gether circumstancial, but of such a nature,
that the jury found the defendant guilty.
The Doctor was under bonds in the sum of
Dlfiri—To this town on Monday last, Mr. EisttS»
250 dollars—he was present during the trial
Zer Curtis, aged 43.
—buV'when called on by the Court, did not
In Wells, Capt. JOshua Littlefield, aged 41.
answer. Of course his bonds were declared
Drowned in crossing Wells bar on Friday the cth
to be forfeited.
Salem Register.
mst by the upsetting of a boat, Mr. John Annes.

(Obittiiiry.

aged 41 years.
On the 13th inst. Charles, son of Mr. Henry
Clark of Warerborough, aged 7 years, fie was in
stantly killed by the passing of a cart wheel over him.
In Durham, on the 1st inst. Secomb Jordan, Esq.
one of the Justices of the Court of Sessions for Cum
berland county, aged 60.
I^sohsfield, July 13th, Mrs. Anna consort of
Noah Weeks, Esq. aged 56 years and 3 months.
At Messina, on board the U. S. frigate Constitution,,
The sum of $3000 has been subscribed in Lieut Henry W. Gardner, senior marine officer of
•Haverhill, Mass, towards the erection of an the Mediterranean squadron, aged az.

Mr. John Lamb, of Westbrook, (Me.) aghd
about 70 years, was on Wednesday last at
tacked by a bull, knocked down, and so bad
ly goaded that his life is despaired of. The
calf of one of his legs was torn off and three
of his ribs broken.

Academy in that place.
A number of the citizens of Haverhill have
SHIP NEWS,
held a meeting and voted to employ a skillful
KE^EBUJN^
20.
engine* r to survey the Merrimack, in the vi
cinity of Haverhill, with a view to ascertaining
Memoranda.
the facilities afforded for manufacturing sites.
Spoken, July 23d, lat. 42, Ion. 6r, Eyder, of Ken
Bos. Gaz.
nebunk, 6 days from N. York.
At Ponce July 25, Beluga, Nason, disg.

A negro, named William, the property of a
The Vermont, Brownell, ar. at Stettin June S—Ar.
Mr. Cokergee, in Georgia, is stated, in a at Bremen i3tb, Saco, Brigham—At Helvoet, Port
land, Bradford, Bak.
South Carolina paper, to have been burnt aAr. at Boston Aug. 17, ship Gen. Pike, Townefl
live near Greenville, S. C. for the murder of a Liverpool, 41 ds.
white man named Peter Garrison !
At Port au Prince, about July 27, Beaver, Frazier.
Kennebunk, 8.

In lat. 39, 30^ Ion. 18, 10, spoke Rapid, Gould, 4
Beef Hide and Tallow.—The Grand Jurors,
who were summoned to attend the Court of days from Kennebunk for Martinique, and Amazon^
Howard, 6 days from Portland for St. Thomas.
Common Pleas in Jefferson County, on the
Brig ——, Perkins, of Kennebunk, was at Trinity,
4th of July last,.weighed 5760 pounds, avera Mart, about 16th ult. waiting molasses.
ging 240 pounds each. .
Rochester Repub.

Birth Extraordinary.—On Sunday last a
respectable lady in this city was delivered of
three children, two sons and a daughter. The
mother and children are all doing well.
-----Balt. Gdz.
Effects of the late heat.—The New-York
Commercial Advertiser mentions that, at Her
kimer, apples were plucked from trees with
one side roasted to a pulp I

FLOUR

BLS* Baltimore Superfine Four ;
v
FOR SALE BY
Capt, Gray, of brig Leopard*, which arri
BARNABAS PALMER.
ved at New-York, on Saturday, in 46 days
from Rio Grande, reports that Montevideo
was closely blockaded by the Patriots. An
action had taken place between the outposts
HE subscriber having contracted with the Over
and the Patriots, in which the latter were
seers of the Poor of the town of Berwick, tosupport JOHN STAPLE of said town the year en
successful. About 4000 regulars had march
The Salem Iron Manufacturing Company suing, hereby forbids all persons harbouring or trusting ,
ed to join the army; more were collecting,
has
declared a dividend of ten dollars on a him after this date.
and every male over 14 years of age was obli
ÜÚMPHREY chadbou*'"’
share
of $100, being the actual profit of the
ged to take up arms. The place was an a
Berwick, Aug. 16,1825.
.
.
_
last
year.
very unsettled state.

The defence of Commodore Porter, hav
ing been concluded on Saturday, it is proba
ble the opinion ;of the Court Martial will be
made up to-day or tomorrow, and, as soon as
the proceedings and all the papers connected
with them, can be prepared, will be submitted
to the President of the U. S. for his decis
ion. It cannot be expected that proceedings
so voluminous can receive from the President,
in a very short time, that deliberate and thor
ough examination, which is due to the sub
ject ; and we cannot, therefore, expect to
learn immediately the nature of the judge
ment which the Court will pronounce on the
accusations. Whatever that judgment may
be, it will we know, possess the merit of im
partiality; and all who have witnessed the pro
ceedings of the Court, will give it the praise of
patience and attention, during the protracted
and tedious investigation which it has been
required to make.
National Intelligencer,
Thirteen persons have been indicted in
Boston, for riots. The riots’were interfering
with the dwelling-houses and furniture of the
frail sisterhood at the North part of the town.
Some of the houses were rendered untenable.

NOTICE.

T

“ Bark WV'K 'l-

AN APPARITION.
Art thou any thing ?
Art thou some god, some angel, or some devil,
That mak’st my blood cold, and my hair to stand I
Speak to me I What art thou ?
Shakespeare^

It was a gloomy and misty day in March.
During the whole forenoon, the sky was 'hid
den by dusky, foggy vapours, and the sun did
not venture to appear; and soon after the
meridian hour, the black clouds spread over
the horizon, and darkened every point of the
compass. It was dark in the middle of the
afternoon. I trimmed my candle, and sat
down to peruse the poems of lord Byron*

Wanted by th Subscriber,

m A nrvDriQ
BARK, fdr which
BO .KiX S^market will be given.
at all seasons of the
R CURTIS
..... .
ff
...
„

v/hIDES

N. B. Cash given t
year.

s

70 Weavers.

JOS. gTmoody,
WIS™ WOOTXEN CLOTH^ Ml y°™

and well teat togetber-Likewise a quantity ofTOW
and LINEN CLOTH, yard Wide, for which a generous pric* »»U be given>
It was midnight; and all around was aw
Aug.-^’
.............. . ■ „
*

.

*

#

*

*

fully silent and sombre. The rain pattered
down, in drops so large, and so distant from
each other, that every solitary globule, as k
fell, was distinctly heard, on the roof of my IMTANTED immediately, one thousand good
FAGGOTS, to be delivered at the Bake
lonely garret. 1 looked towards the window :
House in Kennebunk, for which a fair price will be
without was/ darkness visible.’
given by the subscriber. QL1VER BARTLETT.
The volume of poems in my hand, which I
had just finished, concluded with the supersti Aug. 20.
tious 4 Fragment' in prose. If, thought 1, such
a man as Byron dees occasionally believe in THE BAPTIST MAGAZINE,
strange and supernatural visitations, why
OR JULY, is ready for delivery th subscribers at
should we, mortals of much less penetrative
J. R. Remich’s Bookstore.
and comprehensive minds, pretend to doubt

Faggots W anted*

▼V

F

For the Gazette,

SONNET.
Thou knowest, fair spirit of the winding walk,
That leads where slow the gentle stream flows by,
How, in thy pitying breast I woke the sigh,
When selfish griefs were subjects of my talk,
And forms of woe did o’er my fancy stalk.
’Twas at the hour, when the rich landscapes lie,
In brightest glory from the sunset sky,
And when thy charms gave magic to that walk ;
Yet knowest thou not, how soft thine accents fell,
Nor, how compassion in thy dark, eye, blending
With angel brightness, wove a rainbow spell,
That to my inmost soul its power extending,
Made thee seem less all mortals to excel,
Thân like its seraph from the scene ascending.
G.

Camomile a remedy in certain Disorders of the
Eyes.
A medical correspondent at Madrid has ac
quainted a friend in Ireland with some aston
ishing effect of the herb camomile, in certain
inflammatory disorders of the eyes. The
following among many other cases wherein
the Doctor has been concerned, is mentioned
as a proof of the virtues of this salutary
though common herb.
Maria de Maros,
daughter of a master carpenter, had, for many
years, been afflicted with weeping eyes, which
•discharged an acrimonious humour, that
brought on almost total loss of sight. Alter
atives were prescribed to no purpose. At
[The following beautiful lines, from the Mobile length he made a strong decoction of camo
mile boiled in new milk; with this the patient
Commercial Register, were written several years ago
bathed her eyes several times a day, as warm
by a lady in Alabama, but a few days before she sunk
as could be suffered without uneasiness ; and
under accumulated sorrows ]
in about five weeks her eyes were perfectly re
I said to Sorrow’s awfu1 form,
stored.—Adams’1 Med. Reg.
That beat against my breast.
Rage on thou may’st destroy this form,
And lay it low, at rest;
But still the spirit that now brooks
Thy tempest raging high,
Undaunted on its fury looks
With stedfast eye.

DANIEL~Lr HATCH,

FTP HE subscribers being appointed by the Judge of
A Probate for the county of York, Commissioners
to receive and examine the claims of the several cred
itors to the estate of

that they will attend that business at the office of Dan
iel Sewail, Esq. in Kennebunk, on the first Saturdays
At the Store formerly occupied by Mr. Samuel L. in the six following months, from z to 5 o’clock, in the
Osborn as “ Cheap Cash Store /’ which will be soid afternoon.
DANIEL SEWALL,
on fair principles of trade
JOHN LOW.
July 16.
Kennebunk, July 20, 1823.
aug 6.

House for fflale.
HE Subscriber offers for sale his House situated

New Goods
Barnabas Balmer,

Kennebunk at the Landing, so called near
TMr.in David
Little’s.—Said House is two stories high

H

English and West India

GOODS.

NOTICE.

Military GOODS,

Boston Furniture,

!(>(> Casks

Brass Eire Setts, Leath
ers, tyc.
Daniel Wise, Jr. & Co.

K

BED BUGS.
We have, heretofore, given a variety of re
cipes for the destruction of those abominable
insects, all of which are probably more or less
efficacious. But a gentleman of this city,
who has tried all or most of them, says that a
strong decoction of tobacco or tobacco juice,
is by far the most powerful, and will produce
the most lasting effects ; that preparations of
quicksilver, camphorated spirits, spirits of tur
pentine, red pepper, &c. &c. will merely puz
zle the insects for a short time, but tobacco
causes them to desert their haunts for a long
time.—-The leaves of tobacco, strewed under
carpets between straw and feather beds, &c.
he says will keep them at a distance. And a
Strong extract which may be had of tobacco
nists, will be found the best antidote against
that can be obtained. We believe that
there may be much truth in this representa
ron, and doubt whether any creatures, save
^orn?s cfLewers
the insects called tobacco
endure the juice of tobacco.
N» E Farmer.

rffi

p~
as much brown sugar as Un a 7 Y n
UJ
ble; let it simmer till it h^ake 1 Palateaup, artd then add one third
3 ^i Sy?
it up for use.—One wine glass”^’/“’1 f0**
grown person, and in the fame pXportfon°for

children. It may. be given t/X°
r*
times a day without the smallest risk. Z f°Ur
To cleanse yellow teeth__ Take «o™ „ j
salt, of each a like quantity, and PoUI,6d
together; then bake the mixture till if (^
hard, and make a fine powder ol it wifh
which rub the teeth evenings and mo^in,s
and it will take away all yellowness.
S ’
To take Mildew out of Linen.—Take soap
and rub It well; then scrape fine' chalk, and
nib that also into the linen; lay it on the
grass; as it dries wet it a little, and it will
come out m twice doing.

Relieffor cramp, in the Stomach.
I have seen the most violent cases of
Grarnp in the stomach immediately relieved
by drinking freely of warm sweetened water.

CONDITIO

s-gl 50

course of the isfear. And
all arrearage; eáre pald'~

I

-—bem

———~~

For the

obtb

One wow natural!
tinued applcation^aqi
well finished and pleasantly situated. If not sold at
Orthodoxy, that it p
private sale previous to Thursday the 1st of Septem
AS just received from Boston a general sup
ber next, it will then be sold at Public Auction,
charm or f|»wer, b«
ply of
Terms of sale %ill be favourable to the purchaser.
those who hoose to ;
For further particulars enquire of the Subscriber in
undoubted!?, indispu
Portland.
right in theif religion
SAMUEL SHACKLEY.
iffer.a sin
those who .r-,"
July 30^
most
assunr^ly
wrong
AMONG WHICH ARE
derived fro 1 the Gree
Old Columbia Whiskey,
opinion.” It may I
Catalonia Wine ; best Holland Gin,
PROBATE KOTIGE.
source or a ithority a
Cognac Brandy ; Common do
E the subscribers having been appointed by the
5
*
||
'
-------rived
the title oforthc
Hhds.
3d
proof
Tobago
RUM
;
Hon. Jonas Clark Esq. Judge of Probate for
At a Court of Probate held at Kennebunk, within and
the County of York, to receive and examine the50 Boxes American and Spanish Cigari 5
are so extr mely tena
for the county of York) on the eleventh day of July)
10 Chests best Souchong TEA ;
in the year of our Lord eighteen hundred and twenty - claims of the several creditors to the estate of
so modestlj jdefend.
10 Barrels American GIN ;
five.
MICHAEL BUTLER
that there c lists
— not. a
LISHA ALLEN, named Executor in a certain late of Kennebunk Port, Yeoman, deceased, represen
5 Kegs TOBACCO ;
ing wrong, fir thiswis
instrument purporting to be the last will and ted insolvent, do hereby give notice that six Months
1 Case Men’s Fur HATS.
themselves s lone entil
testament of David Welch, late of Sanford, in said
are allowed to said creditors to bring in and prove
He has also on hand, Old Rum, Young Hyson
orthodoxy a their tl
county, yeoman ,deceased, having presented the same their claims ; and that we shall attend that service at
Tea, Cherry Rum, Men’s thick leather Shoes,
consequent y right.
for probate.
the house of the late Michael Butler deceased on the
ORDERED, that the said Elisha Allen give notice last Monday of this and the five following months Sole Leather, Sperm Candles, Chocolate, Bar
mutable la^ ofthe Si
Soap. Loaf Sugar, Sweet Malaga Wine.—A large
to all persons interested, by causing a copy of this order
utterly imp pssible for
in the afternoon.
to be published three weeks successively in the Ken from one to five o’clockTHOMAS
assortment of
PERKINS, Jr.
to assume t O title of
nebunk Gazette, printed at Kennebunk, that they
WILLIAM PATTIN.
would be efficient i
may appear at a Probate Court to be held at Alfred, in
July x8th. 1825.
said county, on the first Monday of September next,
professed 0 thodox pc
50 Bush’s, superior Wheat, Boxes of Herring,
at ten of the clock in the forenoon, and shew cafise,
there is no ¡Such law
1000 Pounds warranted Gun POWDER.
if any'they have, why the said instrument should not
well
doubt t is claim t
be proved, approved, and allowed, as the last will and
ALSO....A GENERAL ASSORTMENT OF
as it is foun ii to have
testament of said deceased.
/and opposite sects,, a
JONAS CLARK, Judge.
Copy Attest—GEO. THACHER. Reg’r.
[popularity Berthe ‘i
Tfi M HHDS. good third proof Tobago
Such as Buttons, Laces Brades, Swords, EpauAug. 13.
in tl
tloxy in En iand
i;
letts, Belts, Eagles, Plumes, Cords, &c. &c. and
RUM.
'became
heresy
in
the
is in daily expectation of an additional supply of
150 do. coarse SALT.
A (
"and in 4he ime of
15 Bags COFFEE.
[changed th fir names
10 Kegs good Fig TOBACCO.
dox at Catiiori^ge is !
150 Quintals good Quoddy Pollock FISH. Cnt and Wrought NAILS, on consignment from
¡vice versa. ,. Softer
n a”
300 Bls No. 1, 2 and 3 MACKEREL,
a Manufacturing establishment in Massachusetts.
the terms ( phodoxy
200 do. Gennessee superfine FLOUR,
He will also be supplied with Sheathing Nails,
30 do. RYE.
those who? isume th
Deck Nails, Cut and Wrought Spikes, of all di
1000 Bushels Yellow CORN.
not perfectly agreec
mensions.
Mess and No. 1 BEEF ;
His friends are invited to continue their favours
■which they deem ess«
At the Old Brick Stand.
Clear and No. 1 PORK ; White LEAD J
time pionouLand he hopes to merit the patronage of the public
pionoi ¡pee other;
EEP constantly for Sale at Boston prices
Verdigris ; Linseed and Sperm OIL ;
generally.
■fer
from
thesu in send
elegant Gilt Framed Looking Glasses ;
20 Boxes 8 by 10 GLASS ;
July 30.
¡hoves eveiT man t
Do. Brass Fire Setts, with shovel and tongs to
75 M. laying SHINGLES.
! closely, anc decide f<
match.
Ke nnebunk Port, July 14*, 1825.
I clear that i j0 one ci
Best Live Geese and common Feathers.
wholly on Hny morta
Brown, Yellow and Green Chans with gilt
idoxy be ev r so gree
backs, from
Cd to Is Cd.
LARGE assortment of BLANK ACCOUNT’
the following Shares in the KENNEBUNK
cide when :loctors t
MAHOGANY BUREAUS ;
BOOKS, constantly on hand, and for sale at
SOCIAL
LIBRARY,
are
taxed
for
the
years
that the ber|ieficent Fe
WORK TABLES ;
JAMES K. REMICH’S BOOKSTORE
18 «7, and 1825, as follows; and now remain un
a revelatior of divine
ELEGANT DRESSING TABLES ;
paid.
■
Opposite the Meeting House.
wash stands ;
part of his 1 hildren, i
Kennebunk July 16, 1825.
MAHOGANY CARD TABLES ;
i I? x £ Supposed preswhich we ?:?e by no
BRUSSELS HEARTH RUGS.
1
cis. ent owners.
Original Owners.
But eternal braise
'
be
Aug. 13.
Phineas Cole,
:I
dered that ?very m;
25 12
: i-2 37 1-2 Unknown.
Samue Emerson, ;I
25 12 1-2 37 1-2 John Frost.
within him,and
,
that
FOR SALE BY
Do.
;
25 121-2372 J.K. Remich.
ifes
above
i
may
be
thiri
Thorns.? Folsom, :X
25 12 1-2 37 1-2 Unknown.
be any thinpa contrary
P e Fo som,
July 30.
25 12 1-2 37 1-2 Unknown.
brated Loo)ke obsei
25
75 John
I Edward Grant.
a
5o
, Grant.
25 12 12 37 1-2 Unknown.
Do.
subvert the principle
25 121-2 37 i-2 Unknown.
WZ EEPS constantly on hand, for sale, a large • f Dimon Gillpatrick, 1
knowledge,
evidence
i
Do.
25 12 1-2 37 1-2 Sam’l Ross.
JoL sortment of
F the York Baptist Association, held at the Bap
and there v buld be 1
John Hoyey, ■
25 121-2 37! Sam’l Emerson.
tist Meeting House, in the second parish in
truth and falsehood,
isehood,
Do.,
25 12 i-2 37 1-2 Unknown.
Shapleigh, June 8th and 9th, iSij. —Are ready for .and incredible in the
Nath’l Jefferds,
25 12 1-2 37 J-2 Unknown. delivery
at
James Kimball, jr.
25 12 1-2 37 1-2 P Walker.
ositions ishti|I take pl
J. K. REMICH’S Bookstore.
Denmark Satin, do. Black and coloured. Fr.-.m the Tobias Lord, jr.
25 12 1-2 37 1-2 Unknown.
and
what wr certain!
Kennebunk,
July
23
1825.
Manufactory of J. & M. VARNEY, and warranted of John Lowe, jr.
25 12 1 2 37 *2 Unknown.
we may posn &ibly be '
a superior quality.
Benjamin Nason,
25 12 1-2 37 1-2 Dan’l Nason.
August 6.
plausible a. man’s pr
George Perkins,
25 12 1-2 37 i-2 Joseph Curtis
25121-2371-2 Heir of John
Doconsequent tjr follow ’
[Strothers.
and whatei |r a man
John U. Parsons, 4 1,00 50 1,50 J. U Parsons. A NTLDYSPEPTIC PILLS, prepared by HEN¡orthodox
inhis own
NFORMS those whom it may interest,• n u some of Joseph Porter,
1
25 X2 i-2 37 1-2 Unknown. AIL RY JAMES.—An approved remedy lor Dygsolutely knows wh<
his Notes and Accounts will be left with an Attor Jos. M. Stickney, 1
25 12 i-2 37 1-2 Abie! Kelly, peptia, or Indigestion, Habitual Cositiveness, and
ney, if not paid prior to ist next Sept.
whose is w i ong, T
25 12 1-2 37 1-2 B. Titcomb. Piles.
Benj. Titcomb,
Aug. 6, 1825.
J >seph Thomas,
It is well known that Dyspeptia is one of the
should fear in
1 the sn
25 12 1-237! Edm’d Pearson.
Do.
most frequent disease^ of our country. Its com
25 12 1-2 37! Unknown,
|ced aga
pas
pronoi
Geo. W.Wal-y
48 50 98 Widow Mary F. mencement is indicated in different patients by variical disposi ions, wh(
Wallingford.
lingford,
J
us symptoms, of which the most remarkable are—
believe tha 2 God hat
C W. Williams,
Irregularity of the bowels, obstinate cositiveness,
»S izf 37! Widow A. Frost.
FOR &ALE BY
'lerstandino; but thei
And that agreeable to a vote of the Proprietors of headach, commonly called nervous or sick headach,
JOS. G. MOODY.
said Library, unless the said Taxes with the inter yellowness of the eyes and skin, acidity of the stom
so there pr< (bably w
Aug. 6.
vening charges thereon, are paid by the second Mon ach after eating, often called heart burn, flatulence
'sufficient, s jf-righte.
day in February next, at ten o’clock in the forenoon ; or wind on the stomach, bitter taste in the mouth in
themselves rTom pe<
such delinquent Shares will then be sold at Public the morning, foetid breath, drowsiness after dinner»,
or to securf to them
\rendue, at the dwelling house of Nathaniel M. debility, lassitude, emaciation, depression of spirits,.
desirable ; ivantagf
Towle, innholder in said Kennebunk, in order to sat &c.
F a very superior quality, together with Lots of isfy the said Taxes and intervening charges.
Piles being connected with indigestion and cosir
seasons to faise
___ _ a
genuine
tiveness are certainly and speedilv removed by the
DANIEL SEWALL,
>
church is ii ¡danger,
;er,
BARNABAS PALMER, >Committee.
Pills.
sies abouncwhilst
Persons afflicted with any of the above symptoms
TIMOTHY FROST.
For Sale Cheap by
fact more f i to sit b
Kennebunk, July 1, 1825.
are assured that the Anti-Dyspeptic Pills are a rem
edy well worth their attention, and entitled to> their (
sacred des], The^
TOXIN KXUUZS.
r- ■- -fiÿ
Aug. 6.
entire confidence.
their heads
you
---- for
* J
Sold by JOHN LILLIE,
.witn most i en, on £
LOUR, Phipps’ superior Lemon SYRUP, War
tnnr-k upo 7 .t . ©
F>uch
KENNEBUNK.
- their
ranted Scythes—Likewise
August 22) Î823. .
sc ne me,” æ they tei
given for HEMLOCK and OAK B iRK,
pect to rectÿe
¡> insta
,
AARON GREEN.
WARRANTED FIRST QUALITY,
pets, such
here ti
sucn bsiiereti
Kennebunk Port, Aug. 6.
xrn
Bo such me) believ
rifling Pow J1 above,
.VE7F GOODS—J1GJ1IN.
ANTED Cotton and Linen or Cotton RAGS?;
from the Manufactory of J. &. M. VARNF^Y, which
and be obe’ I
for which the highest price will be given, in
SUIÌ
will be sold cheap, by
darkened ! !pd to tl
OWEN BURNHAM,
exchange
for
Books
and
Stationary,
Paper
Hangings
s
jos.
for shall thj
Writing Paper, &c at
July 30.
HAS JUST RECEIVED
proud v
A complete assoitment of

SIMON ‘ NOWELL,

Miscellaneous.

pUBLl

JAMES I

GOODS.

For Male by

I said to Death’s uplifted dart,
Aim sure, O, why delay?
Thou wilt not find a fearful heart,
A weak, reluctant prey.
For still the spirit, firm and free,
Triumphant on the last dismay,
Wrap’d in its own eternity,
Shall smiling pass away.

-------- —»

BENJAMIN WHITTEN,

Stone Jugs and Jars.

I said to Friendship’s menaced blow8
Strike deep, my heart shall bear—
Thou canst but add one bitter wo
TO those already there.
Yet still the spirit that sustains
This last severe distress,
Shall smile upon its keenest pains*
And scorn redress.

Vol. SVI.

English, W^est India and [ate of Alfred in said county, yepman, deceased, repj resented insolvent; and six mouths being allowed
American
from the nth of July instant—Hereby give notice

E

I said to cold Neglect and Scorn,
Pass on, I heed you not—
Ye may pursue me, till my form
And being are forgot.
Yet still the spirit which you see,
Undaunted by your wiles,
Draws from its own nobility
Its high born smiles.

««>1»

Commissioners Notice.

W

I said to Penury’s meagre train.
Come on, your threats I brave—
My last poor life drop you may drain
And crush me to the grave.
Yet still the spirit that endures,
Shall mock your force the while ;
And meet each cold, cold grasp of yours,
With bitter ¡mile,

i

New Goods.

when opium or its various preparations, nor
any thing else would give relief to thp patient.
Believing that this hint may probably be the
means of relief to some one or more, afflicted
with the above awful complaint, 1 think it my
Has For Sale a general assortment of
duty to make this communication.
Norwich Courier»

Notice is hereby Given,
THAT

Blank Books

A

FLOUR,

Ladies’ Morocco Shoes.

JAMES K. REMICH,

THE MINUTES

O

Ladies’ Morocco Shoes.

Valuable Medicine.

• OWEN BURNHAM,

J

Uider Vinegar,

Soda Powders

O

Drugs and Paints,

NEW GOODS.

Bark Wanted. ■ F

Ladies Denmark, Morocco,

RAGS.

SBOiftS,

e. Motoir.

Foreign and Domestic GOODS.
July 9«

A good assortment of Justice? Blanks
for Sale at this Office.

W

J. K. Remich’s Bookstore.
Opposite the Meeting Houi.e.^,.KennebumkJune 4..

